
Afloat-ness Preamble 

One of the things that struck me as both a writer and critic is this sense of how we use 

metaphor and the ethics of that. 

So what does it mean to write both with and about something, and yet to hold the histories of 

that material as you write towards its qualities. 

I think I write best in the space of those 'living metaphors' because they can really hold the kind 

of assemblage or ensemble of feelings and associations that arise in the space of a poem. I 

wanted to think about different ways of inhabiting poetry and figuring personal and elemental 

precarity. 

The poem I'm sending, 'flotsam', takes its cue from this image of the wreck of a ship: there are 

various kinds of break (from relationship to the break in an order of song, an expected future, a 

wild communication). I was watching that Lana Del Rey video, 'The Greatest', where she walks 

up Long Beach - that place where they built beautiful islands to drill for oil. I was thinking about 

how the weird sublime of those infrastructures relates to the kind of eulogising of youth and 

beauty in the song. 

I was thinking about what it means to stay with the trouble of your own flotsam; what does that 

mean for 'moving on'. What if your entire identity feels like flotsam 'after the break', and could 

this be a state of being for potential ecological attunement, for attending to the ambient daily 

shifts that signal other slow violences happening, materials taking effect? 

I guess I'm just interested in what an anthropocene poetics looks and feels like, and this time I 

took a more watery or littoral approach. Do we stay buoyant, or what do we touch of the deep? 

flotsam can be read here
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